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Date 26 January 2020 

Hare(s) Veggie Queen & 
Belcher 

Venue   
 
On On 

Banstead Woods 
 
Woolpack 

  

ADVANCE AUSTRALIA FAIR !  
GREEN AND GOLD WITH RED 

VARIANTS 

It was delightful last week to 
see that Petal had made use of a 
literary device (the mock-
heroic) for his report. Some of 
you will remember that many 
years ago I wrote these pieces in 
different voices (Damon 
Runyon, Malory…) and even at 
times persuaded some readers 
(not all!) that the scribe that 
week was a woman. Ah well, 
what of today? Now, we were in 
Banstead Woods last November 
(Randy Pandy and his bride, 
starting at the Rambler’s Rest); 
Belcher and his Queen perhaps 
tried even too hard to make their 
trail more than just a reverse of 
the last one. The pack struggled 
to solve the first check (solution 
too far?) but after that the first 
half of the trail kept runners 
together very effectively, and an 
early crossing of the railway 
was original and unexpected.We 
did get to the Rambler’s Rest 

early on, but our hares 
succeeded in using different 
paths from the other trail. 
However, as the morning went 
on the checks were much 
further apart, and in 
consequence we became very 
strung out. I was vaguely with 
Three and Fourpence, One In 
The Eye, Velcro, and a visitor, 
with Petal and Raffles far 
ahead, and no one else in 
sight. My heart sank when, 
emerging from a direct 
borrowing of the earlier trail, 
we turned instead away from 
the woods and slogged along a 
road which led us to vast 
featureless fields. More of an 
endurance test than a hash 
trail. Still, there were the 
Woods themselves still to 
come, and the rain held off 
admirably. 

Now, Stevie Blunder 
finished the 5.7 miles 

promised in 90 minutes; 3.8 mph 
average, ignoring time and 
distance lost at checks. Since he 
runs much faster than that, and 
never walks, you can see what 
the checks do; and today at least 
one check seems to have been 
marked through wrongly. An 
impressive number of harriettes 
were close behind him: Miss 
Bean, of course, but also Loopy 
Lou, Legolas, Atalanta….. 

We were expected to show 
sympathy with Australia by 
running in green and gold; but 
the hares, and others, interpreted 
the rules as a red dress run. At 
least this created a colourful 
effect. Piercy and Master Bates 
on keyboard gave us Waltzing 
Matilda, and the bucket acquired 
cash donations. Chunderos, in 
gold with green trimmings, 
replaced the GM, and seemed 
about to start the Circle as I left, 
though many runners were not 

then back in that car park. (How 
badly other visitors to Banstead 
Woods were parked! SH3 could 
scarcely find space as a result). 

Few Europeans nowadays 
practise any religion, and 
considering the harm most 
religions have inflicted on 
mankind in the past it is hard to 
disapprove. My own is one of 
the worst offenders, but few are 
innocent (the Jains? the 
Quakers?) Americans do go to 
church, but theirs is a most 
curious approach to 
Christianity, with an almost 
exclusive focus on the Book of 
Revelations and the opening 
chapters of Genesis; certainly 
not the gospel of Luke with its 
fierce hostility to wealth. But 
there is an inescapable 
consequence of the escape from 
religion; finding a basis for a 
moral code. There are laws, to 
be sure; but while violence and 
theft are universally 
condemned, as is bigamy, few 

would read say speed limits as 
moral imperatives, and the 
vicious behaviour of internet 
trolls is not illegal. Where can 
we find a moral basis for 
courtesy or generosity? 
Religions, when they held 
sway, were a bulwark against 
selfishness; their 
disappearance, however little 
regretted, leaves behind a self-
centred world. We still speak 
of “good Samaritans”, but 
forget the main thrust of this 
story, that the man from 
Samaria was helping someone 
from outside his own circle and 
culture. “Charity begins at 
home” is one of the least 
religious of sayings; it is in no 
sacred writing. Hostility to 
outsiders, to immigrants, is the 
curse of the modern world: on 
what moral basis may we 
confront it? 

 
ONON! FRB 

MOA 1 2337 

 

The Redressed Hares 



Receding Hare-Line  Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: sh3@surreyh3.org 

Directions 

Run    2338 

Date   02 February 2020 

Hare(s) Dr Death 

Venue The Barley Mow, West Horsley 

On On The Barley Mow 

P Code KT24 6HS 

OS TQ081534) 

Scribe FRB 

Our and Other Hash Events 
 
Thirtieth, First Friday Hash. Friday 7th February 19:00 
Hare(s): Hash Flash Venue: The Ship, Ripley 
 
Thirty Second, First Friday Hash. Friday 7th March 19:00 
Hare(s): TBA Venue: TBA 
 
Thirty Third, First Friday Hash. Friday 3rd April 19:00 
Hare(s): Teq Venue: Bookham area (probably) 
 
Hursley H3. 30th Birthday. Weekend 15th - 17th May 2020 
 
 
 
 
Email sh3@surreyh3.org by 10pm Sunday for inclusion of events 
in next week’s Runday Shag 
 
 

From the A3 Ripley Jnt go south on B2039. After 2.5miles turn right at sign for 
West Horsley into East Street. Pub is on your right after 1 mile. Please park in 
the parking behind the pub or in the street, to leave the front free for his locals. 

OR From A246 Guildford to Dorking road turn north at the Bell and Colvill 
roundabout and follow The Street. The Barley Mow is on the left after 0.8 miles. 

The pub does not do food on Sundays. 

2339 09 Feb FRB     TBA 

2340 16 Feb Dormouse    TBA 

2341 23 Feb Shiva     TBA 

2342 01 Mar Bonn Bugle & Hans der Schwanz TBA 

2343 08 Mar TBA     TBA 

2344 15 Mar TBA     TBA 

2345 22 Mar TBA     TBA 

2346 29 Mar J Arthur  AGM  Peaslake 

2347 05 Apr TBA     TBA 

2348 12 Apr TBA     TBA 

Burns Night Dregs 

Visitors 

Dregs Bastards! 

Sinners Them! Outnumbered 
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Addendum 
 

To use a “Lee-ism” there was an 
“insuperfluity” of calling, even more 
than usual, and my small group had 
trouble finding the flour. Teddy 
Bear’s local and inside knowledge 
helped us find some of the trail. We 
then followed Teq (doing his own 
thing) and got back after running just 
under 5k instead of over 5m. The 
pictured track is from Raffles who did 
the whole thing. 

The circle (and pre-circle) went on 
for a long time which was appropriate 
for this event but the cold wind took 
its toll. My Raynaud’s kicked in early 
and all my extremities went numb c.f. 
my playing! 3s/4d kindly recorded it 
and it evidently made the “Hall of 
Shame” on the Sydney Hash website.  

The number of visitors was not 
high since the large number of OCH3 
members were really on a joint run. 
We did have Nipple Sucker (who 
managed to stay upright) and a pair 
from Taiwan. 

Legolas gave Loopy Loo and 
RandyPandy a down-down for 
wrecking the Rambler’s Rest on a 
previous joint run and achieving 100 
runs with OCH3. 

Our own highly esteemed RA (red 
jacketed) had this to say: “The RA 
started with password jokes [and was 
rudely second guessed by Simple 
MB]. 

He was also delighted that the Jolly 
Old Folks outing to Worthing had 
gone well and despite not being there 
on Saturday evening he could hear the 

Colour Supplement 1 

belching, the chanting of Who the 
F*** is Alice and the noise in 
Room 29, back in his adopted 
Guildford [FYI I was in room 25, 
well, eventually MB]!! 

Sinners: 
Old Coulsdon hashers for 

infiltrating the run, with one of 
them swinging his walking stick 
and another for pissing on the trail. 

Surrey Sinners were Smoothie 
Petal who chats up hashers and 
then asks them to join the 
committee and Atalanta for taking 
a short cut on the recent live run so 
she could be the first to catch the 
live hare, meaning she had the 
traditional right to remove his 

kegs !!! 
 

Bods enlightened us with one 
of his cornucopia of interesting [sic] 
facts. The Australian primitive 
mammal, the Platypus, is a 
monotreme and they lay eggs and 
produce milk. Thus they are the 
only animals that can make their 
own custard!  

Chundy informed us that most 
Koala Bears now carry chlamydia 
so, ladies, it’s unwise to shag an 
Australian. 

This was heard in Worthing: “Be 
careful dog walkers in home-field 
park, I don’t know what this white 
substance is but it is all over the 
park so please watch your dogs.” 

And remember, One good turn 
gets most of the blanket!  

 
OnOn! Master Bates 

A rare sight of the Gibber-mobile 

A word to the wise? 

Shiggy 
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Colour Supplement 2  

Some more pictures of the Worthing Bash courtesy of Dormouse 


